Beautifully Tailored Window Coverings

01483 608274
sales@surreyblinds.co.uk
www.surreyblindsandshutters.co.uk

CONSULTATION

Service Pledge
At Surrey Blinds we operate in a Legal, Honest and Fair Way.
We Do :
- Offer a completely free, No Obligation Quote.
- Fit all of our products for FREE
- Offer a 5 year guarantee on Shutters & 3 year guarantee on Blinds
- Comply with your legal rights
- Fit child safety devices as per child safety legislation
- Possess public liability insurance
- Complete a fitting checklist to ensure you are completely happy with your
purchase and installation.
- Ask all of our customers for their feedback to ensure we provide the service
and quality outlined at a resonable price

We Do Not :
- Put customers under any pressure to buy
- Follow up with phone calls to put you under pressure
- Pay any of our team commission

Free
Fitting

Plantation Shutters
Plantation Shutters give natural warmth and beauty to their
surroundings.
Shutters are one of our most popular products.

Safe by Design

With a large range of painted and stained
finishes, shutters make a beautiful addition to
any room.

Shutters by their very nature
are safe by design as they have
no chains or loops and so are a
Child Safe option.

We offer them in a range of styles to suit your
windows and they have the extra advantage of
being fantastic heat insulators.
Shutters can be quite customisable as you can
choose your tilt option, slat size and hinge
colour.

“Excellent service and fast
response to issues and
enquiries, no pressure selling”
From a Customer in Surrey

Types of Shutters
Vazon
Our entry range,Vazon, is made from
MDF. This is a very hard material
which makes them great for windows
of smaller width.
Vazon is available in 9 painted colours.

Alderney
This range is also made of MDF
however it features light ABS slats.
This means this range is better
suited for larger windows as they
have less weight bearing on the
hinges over time.
Alderney is available in 23 painted
colours

Fermain
Made from a finger-jointed Hardwood,
our Fermain range is a great option
for a more cost effective wood
shutter.
Fermain is available in 23 painted
colours.

Types of Shutters
Herm
The Hardwood core and tough ABS
outer coating make Herm the best
option for environments with high
moisture levels such as bathrooms
with lots of steam.
Herm is available in 23 painted colours

Sark
The Sark range is made from a
lightweight hardwood, which makes
them perfect for windows with large
widths and Tier on Tier.
Sark is available in 23 painted
colours and 22 stains.

Shutter Styles

Tier-on-Tier

Cafe Style

Full Height

Wooden Venetian Blinds
Wooden Venetian Blinds
bring the natural beauty of
wood into your home
We offer a variety of ranges including our
Faux Wooden Venetian range which is
perfect for a bathroom as it’s moisture
resistant.
To add to the quality of our Wooden
Venetian blinds, we order our pelmets
uncut, so we can adjust them on-site to
ensure the best possible finish.
Why not tie your Wooden Venetians in
with the rest of your room by adding a
coordinated decorative tape, available in
multiple colours.

Child Safety Features
Our Wooden Venetians Blinds all come
with a safety consolidator and cleat as
standard.
The consolidator holds all of the cords
that lift the blind and will come apart if a
child becomes entangled with the cords.
These reduce the risk posed by cords but
must be used correctly and in conjunction
with the cleat

Safety consolidator

Aluminium Venetian Blinds
The clean crisp lines of
Aluminium Venetian Blinds
give an uncluttered look to
the window.
Aluminium Venetian Blinds come in a
huge range of colours from bright, vibrant
slats to those with a special finish such as
a brushed slat.
We also offer a privacy option on some
of our Aluminium Venetian Blinds.
These have the hole punched for the
cords at the back of the slat, so when
closed you do not see the holes.
This not only improves Privacy but also
room darkening.

Child Safety Features
Our Aluminium Venetians Blinds all
come with a safety consolidator and
cleat as standard.
The consolidator holds all of the cords
that lift the blind and will come apart if
a child becomes entangled with the
cords.
These reduce the risk posed by cords
but must be used correctly and in
conjunction with the cleat.
“An excellent service from begining to
the completion of fitting the blinds. Very
helpful, friendly and well run company.
From a Customer in Surrey

GUARANTEED
for

3

YEARS

Roller Blinds
Roller Blinds are stylish and practical, with a wide range of
options to suit every room in the home.
We have a huge selection of fabrics available
Child Safety Features
including room darkening, moisture resistant and
voile fabrics. We even offer fun and vibrant
To make our Roller Blinds Child
children’s fabrics including a glow in the dark stars Safe we use a P-Clip to tension
fabric which can be easily wiped clean.
the chain to the wall or a
breakaway in the chain. This will
For those who would like to make their roller
stop a child from being able to
blinds more decorative, we offer a range of scallops get their head caught. This is
and braiding.
required to be 1.5 meters from
the floor.
We can also offer a cassette headrail which will
cover the top of the blind, including the brackets,
giving a more sophisticated look.

Vertical Blinds
Vertical Blinds offer great control over how much light is
filtered into a room
Tilt the slats to the side to control the light/shade
or pull back completely for an open view of your
garden or patio.
Vertical Blinds are a fantastic option for doors as
they easily allow access to your doors whilst being
one of our more cost-effective options.

Safe By Design
This standard specification not
only gives the blind a cleaner
look but also makes it a Child
Safe Option as there are no
cords or loops.

Our Vertical Blinds come as standard with a wand “From initial consultation, through to
operated track and with chain-less bottom weights fitting, has been faultless. Extremely
pleased. Very highly
giving a cleaner and more gracious look.
recommended.”
From Customer in Surrey

Pleated Blinds
Ideal for fitting close to the
glass, Pleated Blinds give a
clean uncluttered look.
Most pleated fabrics have a solar
reflective coating on the back, making
pleated blinds the perfect choice for a
south facing window or conservatory
roof.
It reflects more of the heat out in the
summer and helps to keep in the warm
air during the colder months.
The honeycomb fabrics are an ideal
option as they improve room darkening
and insulation.
Pleated blinds are also available as Perfect
Fit or Intu blinds, which you can read
more about further on in this brochure.

Safe By Design
Tensioned Pleated Blinds stop
wherever you wish them to stay.
You can however, choose SmartRise
Pleated Blinds which are free hanging
blinds with internal cords. They are
operated by simply raising the bottom
bar to the position
required.
“Friendly and efficient service,
delivered and fitted before the
estimated date.”
From a Customer in Surrey

Motorised Blinds
Motorised Blinds offer a
sleek, modern option
making home automation
easier than ever
Motorised Blinds are the next step in
window coverings. We have many
motorised options available which you
can find on the next page.
We use Lithium-ion batteries in many of
our motorised blinds which can last up to
9 months and are easily re-charged.
Our range of Motorised Blinds can be
connected to a Hub and controlled from
your phone, or even via a virtual assistant
such as Alexa.
One thing we’ve been asked for is if a
timer can be added to the blinds, well
with the new Dream Hub you can
schedule your blinds to raise and lower
at specific times.
Heading on holiday? Why not schedule
your blind to raise and lower while
you’re not there; giving the sense that
someone is still at home.

Safe By Design
Motorised Blinds have no loops or
hanging cords making them a Child
Safe By Design Option.

Motorised Blinds
Roller Blinds
Motorisation can be added to any of
our Roller Blinds, giving a wide
selection to choose from.
They are also a great option for
childrens bedrooms as they are child
safe by design.

Venetians
Motorised Venetians have the ability
for the tilt and lift to be controlled
remotely.
Daylight sensors can also be used to
have them tilt at specific light levels.

Tri-Shades
A new addition to our range, beautiful
soft venetian blinds that can be tilted
or lifted using the remote.
This gives the option for privacy and
light filtration as well as the blind
being able to be rolled up like a roller
blind.

Motorised Blinds
Pleated Blinds
Motorised pleated blinds can be a
great idea, for example, having pleated
blinds with UV protection in a
conservatory where there are usually
multiple windows; removing the need
to raise and lower each blind
individually.

Roman Blinds
Using motorisation makes it easier
to have blinds like roman blinds
around children as they are child
safe by design, using no chain.

Vision / Zebra Blinds
These blinds have alternating strips of
fabric that can adjusted for light or
privacy. Also available without
motorisation.
The advantage of having these
motorised is you can now spend less
time opening the blinds (which have
double the length to travel).

Curtains
Our Curtains are fully lined as standard and are available in
hundreds of fabrics
Romans and Curtains are a luxurious
option. They are often talked about
together as they are available in the
same fabrics allowing you to coordinate
them.
Every Roman Blind and Curtain is hand
finished with a poly-cotton lining as
standard. You can also upgrade to a
blackout or interlining making them a
good thermal option.

Child Safe By Design
Curtains by their very nature are
Child Safe By Design on uncorded
poles and tracks. They have no chains
with loops which makes them a Child
Safe Option.

Roman Blinds
The simplicity of Roman blinds makes them a stylish and
sophisticated alternative to Curtains.
We have a huge range of fabrics for you
to choose from including some
luxurious fabrics. Or perhaps you’d
prefer a designer look with one of our
Orla Kiely fabrics.
With certain fabrics you can even
order matching cushions and tiebacks
for that additional touch.

Child Safety Features
Roman Blinds have a non-integral
safety device such as a chain
tensioner that will be fitted.
The chain tensioner will be securely
fitted to an adjacent surface, so the
chain is held permanently taut by the
device.

Perfect Fit Blinds
Perfect Fit Blinds are ideal for
UPVC doors and windows
that have a rubber beading
We offer Perfect Fit Aluminium and
Pleated Blinds. These blinds include a
full frame which holds the blind and
protects the cords – a perfect option
for children or pets who may get
caught in the cords.
The frame is available in multiple
colours including white and anthracite.
This system allows the blinds to be
fitted against the glass using a frame
which integrates them with the window.
This keeps the Blinds clear of the
window or door handle and allows it to
move with the window when opened
and closed.
A honeycomb Pleated Blind in a perfect
fit frame is a good Room Darkening
Option.

Safe By Design
Perfect Fit Blinds by their nature are
Safe By Design. As they are tensioned
blinds they have no looped cords that
would have the potential to cause
strangulation.
As both options are tensioned the
Blind stops wherever you wish them
to stay.

FITTING

Intu Blinds
Intu Blinds are designed for
use with UPVC doors and
windows
Intu Blinds involve no drilling or screws
and therefore cause no damage to your
window. The brackets slip behind the
rubbers on the windows allowing the
blind to be clipped on, this helps keep
the blind clear of any handles and
allows them to move with the window
when it is opened and closed.
The hardware is available in multiple
other colours such as anthracite and
brushed silver as well as white.

Safe By Design
Intu Blinds by their nature are Safe By
Design. As they are tensioned blinds
they have no looped cords that
would have the potential to cause
strangulation.

MEASURING

Guildford

Walton-On-Thames

Our showrooms are located in the
stores of our sister company, Surrey
Home & Gifts. Our Friendly staff are
there to give advice and help you view
samples from our wide selection.
As well as the showroom, the stores
hold a wide range of gifts and
homewares. Ranging from luxury home
fragrances to witty plaques, hillarious
cards, quality mugs, comfy cushions
and soothing body care products.

Camberley

We also stock well known brands such
as Woodwick, Yankee Candle,
Naturally European as well as Jola
Designs and Sweet William.
Pet fans rejoice, we stock many dog
and cat items, including mugs, bowls
and plaques.
Also available in the store is a large
selection of fashionable scarves and
jewellery.

To Spend In-store
Simple and easy to join, the Surrey
Home & Gifts loyalty programme
entitles members to 2% back on all
purchases made using our till system,
including made to measure purchases.
E.G.
Spend £50, earn £1
Spend £500, earn £10
Any loyalty points accrued on Home
& Gifts purchases can be used for
future made to measure purchases
and vice versa.

Refer a Friend
When an exisiting customer refers a
friend and they both proceed wiith an
order, they both recieve a £20
voucher to spend in Surrey Blinds or
in the Home & Gifts stores.

Newsletter
Find out more about our latest offers
and loyalty events by signing up to our
monthly newsletter, in-store or on
our website

Famous for their signature crackling
sound, Woodwick Candles create a
soothing atmosphere and feel of a
fireplace.

They are available in a variety of sizes
as well as special editions which come
in unique packaging to add that extra
touch of character.

Made from a high quality soy wax
blend, the candles take advantage of
their patented PlusWick to produce a
satisfying crackle.
With over 50 different scents to
choose from, our extensive range
includes many popular fragrances.
Woodwick's patented PlusWick

Yankee Candles make great additions
to the home bringing with them
luxurious scents and vibrant colours.
Perfect for many occasions whether
it's having dinner with friends or
sitting down with the family.

Every month different scents will be 25%
off as part of our Scent of the Month
promotion, so be sure to check in
regularly to try out new fragrances.

They also make brilliant gift ideas as
they're 100% natural and vegan
friendly using pure cotton for their
wicks and essential oils; as well as
fragrance extracts which create a
strong scent.
Part of the Elevation Collection

A unique design and a touch of rustic
style goes a long way in the form of
the Jola Designs' collection of items.
The range includes make-up bags,
cushions and cards with designs fit for
everyone. Pet Lover? 'The Crazy Dog
Lady' cushion is the one for you or
what about a make-up bag referencing
gin, prosecco or flamingos.

Quality Cushions
For an extra comfy feel, Jola Designs
cushions come pre-filled with a luxury
feather inner

Child Safety
The law regarding Blind Cords
and Child Safety changed in
2014.
We are required to install Child
Safe Blinds as per EN 13120.
There are 3 types of Child Safe Blinds:
Child Safe By Design
These Blinds do not have any loops or cords and so do not
pose a threat to children. Blinds in this catagory are Shutters,
Perfect fit Blinds, Intu Blinds, wand operated Verticals and
some Motorised Blinds
Integrated Child Safety
Blinds in this catagory have safety systems built into the
product itself, examples of this are breakaway chain
connectors on a Roller Blind or the breakaway device that is
built into the rear cords of a Roman Blind.
Non-Integrated Child Safety
Safety systems that require additional installation or operation
during use fall under non-integrated child safety. An example of
this would be a cord or chain tensioning device that keeps
them taut.
As we are comitted to operating in a fair, legal way; we will
never deviate from these laws. So you can rest assured that
any blind we fit will fully comply with to these regulations.

Guildford Showroom
19a Swan Lane
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 4EQ
01483 608276

Walton-on-Thames
Showroom
Unit 42 The Heart
Shopping Centre
Walton-on-Thames
KT12 1GH
01932 300246

Camberley Showroom
32 Obelisk Way
Camberley
Surrey
GU15 3SG
01276 300170

Call us now to book a free, no-obligation consultation

sales@surreyblinds.co.uk
www.surreyblindsandshutters.co.uk
See photos of our work on Social Media:
@surreyblindsandshutters
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